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NOTES ON IBN AL-CARABÏ'S INFLUENCE 
IN THE SUBCONTINENT 

Few Muslim thinkers have been as pervasively influential as Ibn al^Arabi, 
known among Sufis as the Greatest Master faJ-sAayJcn aJ-aAbar). Michel 
Chodkiewicz has expressed clearly one of the main reasons for his popularity: 
"His work, in distinction to all that preceded it... has a distinguishing feature: 
.. .it has an answer for everything/1 Many Muslims in the Indian subcontinent, 
like other Muslims elsewhere, have continued to seek out these answers down 
into modern times. The secondary literature on Islam in India attests to the 
fact that Ibn al-cArabi was widely known and often controversial. But few if 
any of the modern scholars who have studied Indian Sufism have been famil
iar with his works or those of his immediate disciples. The judgment that 
there has been influence has been based largely on the references in the texts 
both to Ibn al^Arabï and to the well-known teaching usually ascribed to him, 
wahdat'Wujüd or the 'Oneness of Being."2 It was with the aim of looking 
closely at the actual nature of this influence and the routes whereby it became 
established that I applied to the Indo-American Subcommission on Education 
for a grant to study the spread of Ibn al-cArabfs teachings in the subcontinent. 
As a result of having been given the generous support of the subcommission, I 
was able to spend eight months in India, from May 1988 to January 1989, 
looking at Persian and Arabic manuscripts. The ten libraries at which I spent 
significant lengths of time are located in Aligarh, Hyderabad, Lucknow, New 
Delhi, Patna, and Srinagar.3 

1 M. Chodkiewicz, "The Diffusion of Ibn cArabï's Doctrine," Journal of tne Μυηχχίαώ'η Ibn 
cArabf Society** (1991) 51. 

2 Concerning the problems that arise by ascribing this doctrine to Ibn al-(Arabi without 
qualification, see Chittick, "Rumi and WàAdât aJ-Wujûd, " in Tne Heritage of Burnita. Amin Banani 
and Georges Sabagh (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), forthcoming. 

3 The libraries that I visited, with the abbreviations that are employed below in referring to 
them, are as follows: Aligarh: The Maulana Azad Library of Aligarh Muslim University (AMU). 
Hyderabad: The Andhra Pradesh State Oriental Manuscripts Library (AP), The Salar Jang Museum 
(SJ) Osmania University (OU), and the Abul Kaläm Azad Oriental Research Institute (HARL). 
Lucknow: Nadwat al-Ulamä (LK). New Delhi: The Institute of Islamic Studies, Hamdard Nagar 
(HIS). Patna: The Khudabakhsh Library (KH). Srinagar: Kashmir Univerity (KU) and The Research 
and Publication Department, Jammu and Kashmir Government (KOR). 
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I attempted to survey all Sufi manuscripts in these libraries with a doctri
nal and theoretical orientation.4 I focused on works dealing with metaphys
ics, theology, cosmology, and psychology. My aim was to determine the extent 
to which such works reflect the teachings of Ibn al-cArabï and how these 
teachings reached the Indian authors. Did they learn of them directly through 
Ibn al-(Arabï's own works, or through the intermediary of the works of his 
followers in the central Islamic lands? At the same time, I was trying to de
termine who the most outstanding Indian representatives of this school of 
thought might be, judging the works in terms of the authors' mastery of ter
minology and concepts, depth of understanding, clarity of expression, and 
original formulations. My standard of comparison was my own familiarity 
with Ibn al-(Arabi's writings and those of his well-known and relatively early 
followers, such as his stepson Sadr al-Dln Qünawi (d. 673/1274); Qünawí's 
disciples Fakhr al-Dïn (Irâqï (688/1289), Sacïd al-Dïn Farghànï (d. 695/1295), 
and Mu^yyid al-Dïn Jandi (d. ca. 700/1300); the Fusus commentators (Abd 
al-Razzâq Kâshânï (d. 736/1335) and Sharaf al-Dïn Däwüd Qaysarï (751/1350); 
the Persian poets Mahmud Shabistarï (d. ca. 720/1320) and Shams al-Dïn 
Maghribï (d. 809/1406-7); cAbd al-Karïm Jïlï (d. ca. 832/1428), and (Abd 
al-Rahmän Jâmï (d. 898/1492). 

Given my limited time, I had to be selective in my approach. By investi
gating theoretical works that tend by their nature toward an elite rather than 
a popular expression of Sufi teachings, I could make little attempt to judge 
the extent to which this influence may have filtered down to the Muslim 
masses who made up the bulk of the membership of the Sufi orders. As 
Chodkiewicz has pointed out, a thorough assessment of Ibn al-cArabï's influ
ence must take into account a wide variety of sources, including what he 
calls second-rate literature, meaning elementary manuals for beginners, re
gional chronicles, collections of qasäHd used in Sufi meetings, the mawä/Id 
composed in honor of local saints, and the jjäzas and the si/si/as of local shaykhs. 
All such works stress the practice and stages of the Sufi way rather than 
doctrinal principles, whereas it is doctrinal principles to which I directed my 
attention in my survey.5 

If, on the one hand, I was interested in assessing the extent of Ibn al-
(Arabï's influence on Indian authors, on the other, I was concerned to specify 
the mode of influence. For example, it is possible to discern a broad range of 

4 There are of course manuscripts on Sufism in Urdu and various other local languages, but in 
the libraries that I visited, Arabic manuscripts outnumber Urdu works by at least two to one, and 
Persian outnumber Arabic by about the same ratio. Moreover, I did look at several Urdu manuscripts 
that were clearly related to this school of thought; they were invariably late and, to the extent I 
could tell from my limited knowledge of Urdu, derivative. My general impression was that Urdu 
plays an important role in disseminating Ibn al̂ Arabi's teachings on the more popular level through 
poetry, but much less of a role through prose writings. 

5 Chodkiewicz, "The Diffusion," pp. 41-42. 
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approaches to Ibn al-cArabf s doctrinal teachings. On one extreme, certain works 
reflect concerns that are mainly philosophical and theological, showing mastery 
of the learned discourse of the madrasas and relatively little attention to the 
unveiling {Aasntf of the unseen world and the direct vision of God in His 
self-disclosures that forms the ground on which Ibn al-cArabï stands. These 
sorts of works tend toward dryness and logical exactitude and are more likely 
to be written in Arabic than in Persian. On the other extreme, many works 
reflect visionary experience and appeal more to heart-knowledge and 
"tasting* fdnawqj than to logical exposition of philosophical concepts. These 
works are more often in Persian and expressed in poetry rather than prose. 
But many sorts of writings fill in the middle ground between these two ex
tremes and provide a great variety of permutations. Thus we have poetical 
Arabic works written in visionary prose and prosaic works of Persian poetry 
dominated by the concern for rational exactitude. The task of evaluating the 
works was made more difficult by a variety of imponderables connected with 
each individual text and the fact that my time was extremely limited. My 
conclusions, in short, depend a great deal on my own subjective appraisal. 
Nevertheless, I hope that some of the information that I gathered may be useful 
to scholars concerned with Islamic intellectual history in India. 

During the eight months that I stayed in India, I looked at several hundred 
manuscripts, grading them on a scale from I to VII (the Roman numeral men
tioned after works mentioned below refers to this scale): I. Of no relevance to 
the school; noted simply to avoid repetition. II. Little relationship with theoretical 
Sufism; mainly concerned with practical matters. III. Intrinsically important 
for theoretical discussions, but not directly related to Ibn al-(Arabï's school. IV. 
Containing intellectual content especially worth noting, but again not connected 
to Ibn al-^Arabï's school. V. Displaying important instances of influence from 
the writings of Ibn al-(Arabï and/or his followers. VI. An important text in Ibn 
al-cArabï's school; or deals in some detail with the debate between the supporters 
of wahdat aJ-wujüd'and waAdat a/sAuJiüd (the position of Shaykh Ahmad 
Sirhindï). VII. An outstanding work, offering fresh and original contributions 
to Ibn al^Arabi's school of thought. 

When going over my notes, I was able to separate out about fifty figures 
who wrote works in the V to VII categories, along with a dozen or so indi
vidual works in the same categories by unidentified authors. In what follows, 
I mention about thirty of these authors, without attempting in every case to 
describe all the works I saw. I also refer to other figures in order to help 
situate the authors in their historical context. All works are in Persian unless 
otherwise noted. 
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Before entering into details, let me set down here some of my general 
conclusions and observations: The received wisdom is correct in telling us 
that Ibn al-cArabï was widely known in the subcontinent. As a rule, the later 
the text, the more thoroughly it reflects the world view elaborated by Ibn 
al-cArabï and his immediate followers. However, relatively few authors were 
familiar with Ibn al-cArabi's own writings, even if most had some acquain
tance with the Fusüs a/'AiAam through one of its numerous commentaries. The 
major lines of influence were not Ibn al-cArabï's own works, but those of such 
authors as Farghânï and (Abd al-Rahmän Jâmï (both of whom, let it be noted, 
have major works in both Arabic and Persian). 

A good deal of the writing that I studied was of exceptionally high quality, 
reflecting the authors' thorough assimilation of the teachings and practices of 
Sufism and their ability to express the world view of Ibn al-cArabï's school in a 
fresh and original manner. Many other works were written by authors who 
were simply compilers or popularizers, interpreting the received teachings of 
Sufism for their contemporaries or disciples. I paid less attention to these popular 
works, since their content was familiar to me and I was especially interested 
in discovering the more sophisticated masters of the school. But the large 
number of popular works of this sort is a sign that Ibn al-cArabï's influence 
extended into all levels of the Sufi orders and Islamic society. 

The vast majority of texts that I looked at have not been studied with a 
view toward content by scholars trained in modern methods (though some of 
these texts are no doubt still being read in AAänaqäns or private homes). 
Scholars such as S.A.A. Rizvi, author of A History of Sufjsm In India, have 
pointed to an enormous amount of intellectual activity over the centuries, but 
most contemporary authors have remained oblivious to the issues discussed 
in these works, and what Rizvi himself has to say about their content is drawn 
largely from Western secondary sources. It does not seem to have occurred to 
the specialists, especially not to natives of the subcontinent, that we may be 
dealing here with an intellectual tradition that is inherently interesting, inno
vative, and relevant to contemporary concerns. Most scholars trained in modern 
methods seem to hold the conviction that the significant elements of Islamic 
civilization are those that have an immediate connection to social context and 
political events; to the extent these texts have been read, scholars have been 
hunting for details unrelated to the primary concerns of the authors. 

A glance at the books and articles being published (both in the West and in 
Islamic countries) on the great Sufis of Islamic history, such as Hallaj, Rumi, 
and especially Ibn al-cArabï, makes it clear that Sufism has been recognized by 
a significant contemporary audience as a repository of spiritual and religious 
teachings that still have value in our own age. The Indian libraries hold a 
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particularly rich collection of original works that constantly reinterpret Sufi 
doctrine while maintaining a clear focus on its unchanging ground. These works 
reconfirm the universal preoccupation of Muslim intellectuals classical with 
the real and the essential as opposed to the accidental and the historical. I was 
struck in the works by the unanimity of the voices down into the nineteenth 
century despite a great diversity of styles and approaches. By and large the 
literature is infused with the values that are omnipresent in the writings of Ibn 
al-cArabï or Rumi. The authors attempt to bring out the relevance of tawAfd 
for life and practice. They perceive the world and human affairs as theaters in 
which the divine signs fäyätj become manifest in ever-changing patterns of 
multiplicity. They see the purpose of human life to lie in bringing the soul into 
harmony with the self-manifestation of God on the basis of the SJiar/a. These 
concerns were of course also present in works written before Ibn al-cArabï. 
What differentiates these works from the earlier works is the use of specific 
technical terminology and concepts deriving from Ibn al-cArabï's writings and 
refined and systematized by Sadr al-Dïn Qunawï and his followers. Many of 
the works written over the five hundred year period that I surveyed could 
have been written at any time during the period. There are relatively few 
references to contemporary events or specifically local concerns. But this does 
not mean that all these works say the same thing in the same way. 

In short, the Indian libraries contain writings by important Sufi philoso
phers, theologians, and sages who remain practically unknown and are emi
nently worthy of study. A number of the following authors can be ranked as 
first-rank representatives of the Islamic intellectual tradition, yet they remain 
almost completely unstudied. 

Let me also record here my sense of tragedy at what is occurring through 
widespread neglect of Indian libraries. I would not be surprised if many of the 
manuscripts I mention below are soon unavailable because of the rapid dete
rioration of resources that is taking place. The present political problems of 
the subcontinent make the situation much worse than it was in the past, when 
the climate was always an enemy of books (never before in studying manu
scripts have I been so annoyed by wormholes and disintegrating pages). Most 
of the libraries I visited are directed by well-meaning people, but the resources 
for long-term preservation are often not available. I heard of several important 
libraries that have been or have recently become inaccessible. Recent fires in 
two of these libraries, one of which was caused by communal violence and the 
other simply by neglect, destroyed many manuscripts that may well have been 
irreplaceable. 
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Eighth/Fourteenth Century 

Sayyid Ashraf Jahângïr Simnânï (d. probably in 829/1425) studied in his 
youth with cAlâ) al-Dawla Simnânï (d. 736/1337), who is famous for his critical 
views of Ibn al-cArabï expressed in his correspondence with the Fusils com
mentator, cAbd al-Razzäq Käshäni. Sayyid Ashraf was not completely satisfied 
with cAla) al-Dawla and went to Käshän at about the age of twenty-three to 
study with cAbd al-Razzäq, leaving after the latter's death in 730/1330. He is 
said to have become a traveling companion of Sayyid (Alï Hamadânï (d. 786/ 
1385). He visited and corresponded with Gísü Daräz, became the disciple of a 
shaykh in Bengal, and eventually settled down in Jaunpur.6 Latä'Ifi AsArafI 7 

(VI) is a work of some 850 pages compiled by his student Nizäm Hajjï al-Yamïnï, 
in sixty Ja tifas, explaining Sayyid Ashraf s views on a variety of topics. The 
twenty-eighth latlfa is particularly important since it is dedicated to 'WaAdat 
al'Wujüd. " This is probably Jâmï' s source in NafaAâtal-uns for the text of the 
correspondence between Simnânï and Käshäni and also for the idea that this 
debate concerns waAdat al-wu/üd, since this term is not mentioned by the 
two principles. Sayyid Ashraf offers several arguments to show that Simnânï 
had misunderstood Ibn al-^Arabï's position and that his criticisms are unjusti
fied. 

I saw two of Sayyid Ashraf s works having no special relevance to the 
school: IrsAäd arAAwän 8 (III) and Tknbïh al-Ikwän9 (II). Rizvi tells us that 
Sayyid Ashraf wrote Mirfat al-Aaqaiq and Kanz al-daqalq "for the benefit of 
specialists,"10 and these may deal with advanced technical discussions His 
MaAtübät n (VI) are certainly of importance, and these along with the Latäif 
are enough to show that he was a major conduit for Ibn al-cArabï's influence. 

Another important channel of influence was the above-mentioned Kubrawï 
shaykh Sayyid (Alï Hamadânï, the patron saint of Kashmir. He is the author of 
at least forty works, most of which are short rasali He is probably the author 
of the commentary on Ibn al-cArabfs Fusüs alAiAarn known as Halli Fusüs.12 

6 Cf. S.A. A. Rizvi, A History of Sufism In India (hereafter HSI), I. pp. 267-268; B.B. Lawrence, 
An Overview of Sufi Literature In tne SultanatePerioa'(Pätna: Khuda Bakhsh Oriental Public Library, 
n.d.) 68. 

7 (Delhi: Nusrat al-Matäbic, 1295). Manuscripts are rather common. 
8 AMU Univ! Pers. Tas! 263. 
9 AMU Univ. Pers. Tas. 265. 
10 HSI I 268. 
11 LK Tas. Pers. 81: cf. Lawrence, Sufi Literature, pp. 33-34. 
12 This work was recently published in Tehran by J. Misgarnizhâd but attributed to Khwaja 

Muhammad Parsa. The editor shows that much of it is taken from Jandî's commentary on the 
Fusüs. Ν. Mäyil Hirawï offers a number of reasons supporting Hamadânï's authorship (Danish 
[Islamabad] 11,1366/1987, pp. 101-108). Manuscripts include HIS 3179, KOR 905, AP 780, LK 2, and 
LK 82. A copy is found in a collection of Hamadânï's works in Istanbul, Çehid Ah Pawsa 2794, ff. 
508-684, dated 901. In that collection, his treatise Wujüdlyya, which is identical to the introduction 
to /fallal-fusüs (Mäyil Hirawï, pp. 106-107), is called fstllänät {tí.. 478-481). 
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Among his ras^il is the Arabic Asrär af-nuqta,13 which shows his mastery of 
the technical terminology of Qûnawï and his followers. Bruce Lawrence re
marks that Hamadânï, like Sayyid Ashraf, "taught the principles of waAdat 
alwíi/üdvúih contagious zeal ,"14 

One of the most prolific Sufis of this period was the Chistï shaykh, Sayyid 
Muhammad Husaynï, known as Gisü Daräz, who died at the age of over 100 
in 825/1422. Many of his works were published in Hyderabad and Gulbarga 
by Sayyid ^Atâ Husayn in the first half of this century. Perhaps Gisü Daräz's 
work that shows the most indebtedness to Ibn al-(Arabf s school is Asmär 
alasrär,15 in which he criticizes Ibn al-cArabï and some of his followers, such 
as Fakhr al-Dïn cIrâqï, on several occasions. In one of the chapters of Tabsirat 
alistiläAät alsüfiyya (VI), Gisü Daräz's eldest son, Sayyid Akbar Husaynï, 
gathers together all these criticisms and adds his own commentary.16 In gen
eral, Gisü Daräz employs the terminology of Ibn al^Arabï's school, though he 
is more inclined to the ecstatic mode of expression, as exemplified by Iraqi's 
Lama^ät, than the more philosophical and logical, as exemplified by most of 
the Fusüs commentators .17 

According to Rizvi, "The pioneer of Delhi's WaAdat alPVu/udmovement 
was Masfad Bak,"18 who probably died in 789/1387.19 He was a disciple of Nizäm 
al-Dïn Awliyä) and authored a number of interesting Persian works. He tends 
towards an ecstatic expression of ideas, but shows little or no influence from 
the writings of Ibn al-cArabï and his followers. He can only be considered a 
proponent of waAdat alwujüd'ú we take the term in the most general sense, 
i.e. to indicate the expression of tawAldm a Sufi mode, but not in the more 
particular sense of representing the position of Ibn al-cArabï. In Mircät alcäriffn 
(rV)20 Mas(üd Bak may be reflecting some influence fromcIraqï's Lama(ätf but 
for the most part he expresses himself in modes much more reminiscent of 
cAyn al-Qudät Hamadânï's TamAldât. The work is divided into fourteen AasAfs. 
It begins by discussing the reality of wujüd, and in a second section, on tawAld, 
the author quotes the expression mafiì-wu/udiJJaìIaA ("There is nothing in 

13 (Shiraz: Matba( al-Ahmadï, 1343/1925). 
14 Sufi Literature, p. 55. 
15 The work was printed in Hyderabad, ed. by Hâfiz cAtä) Husayn, 1350. Manuscripts include 

AMU J.F. 921, AP 1321, AP 1582, SJ Tas. 8. There is also a commentary on this work, AP 1464 
(482ff., 1911). 

16 Ed. by Sayyid cAtä) Husayn (Gulbarga: Kutubkhäna-yi Rawdatayn, 1365/1946) 67-94. 
17 Though Gisü Daräz criticizes cIräqi, he also paraphrases parts of the Lamacät (without 

acknowledging the source), as in the first samar, which is taken from Flash 3 (ed. J. Nürbakhsh 
[Tehran: Khänaqäh-i Nicmatullâhï, 1353/1974], p. 10; trans. Chittick and Wilson [New York: Paulist 
Press, 1982], p. 78, first paragraph). Note that in both the Asmär and the Lamaa~t, the passage 
concludes with the same two lines of poetry by the Fusüs commentator Mu^yyid al-Dïn JandL 

18 HSI I 241. 
19 Lawrence, Sufi Literature, p. 27. 
20 Published in the Deccan: MatbaM Mufîd, 1310, 184 pp. For an appraisal of the contents, cf. 

Lawrence, Sufi Literature, pp. 27-29. 
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existence but God"), often employed by Ibn al-cArabi. But his mode of explain
ing the meaning of this idea shows no sign of being dependent on Ibn al-cArabï's 
school. The rest of the work deals mainly with various stations of the Sufi 
path. A second work, Lfmm al-saAälffl cayn al-mä cärif (IV),21 is an impor
tant and fascinating discussion of the symbolism of the Arabic letters. 

Finally, I should mention Shams al-Dïn ibn Sharaf al-Dïn Dihlawï, about 
whom I know nothing except that he wrote an Arabic commentary on Ibn 
al-cArabî's NaqsA alfusüs 22 dated 795/1392-93, which is sixty-eight years 
before the composition of Jâmï's well-known Naqd alnusüs fi sAarA naqsA 
alfusüs. One manuscript indicates that the work was written at the request 
of Shihâb al-Dïn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn (Abd al-Rahïm. Much of the 
text, like that of Naqd alnusüs seems to be based upon the well known Fusüs 
commentaries. 

Ninth/Fifteenth Century 

The works of the famous Firdawsï shaykh Sharaf al-Dïn Yahyä Manërï 
(d. 782/1381) are not completely free of the influence of Ibn al-cArabï's school, 
even though he is said to have been one of those who spoke against Ibn 
al-cArabfs theories of the "Unity of Being" as they became increasing popular 
in the Indian subcontinent.23 His successors were directly familiar with some 
of the writings of the school. Thus some of the works of Husayn ibn Mu(izz 
Balkhï Nawshah-i Tkwhïd (d. 1440 A.D.), the nephew and successor of Manërï's 
immediate successor, Muzaffar ibn Shams Balkhï, touch on well known dis
cussions. Most interesting is ÄasAJf alasrär7* (V) by Husayn's son and suc
cessor Hasan, a Persian commentary on Husayn's Arabic Hadarät al-AAams. I 
have never before come across its scheme for the Five Divine Presences: 1. 
The Presence of Divinity, which is the reality of all things. 2. The Presence of 
Final Sanctity, which is the presence of belovedhood fAadrat al-maAbübiyyaJ. 
3. The Presence of Middle Sanctity, which is the presence of the sanctity 
of loverhood. 4. The Presence of Beginning Sanctity, which is the presence 
of prophecy, vicegerency, summoning, and guidance. 5. The Presence of 
Misguiding fidlâlj and Misleading fiqAwäJ. which is the presence of im
prisoning multiplicity.25 

21 AP 1444 (p. 133ff.); this is probably the same as Umm al-nasälA, of which Lawrence tells us, 
"the medieval hagiographers make mention but which does not appear in any of the published 
catalogues" [SufiLiterature, p. 67). 

22 AP 39 (38fl), AP 211 (51ff.). 
23 A. Schimmel, in the foreword to Maneri's Khwän-I Pur NImat, (Delhi: Idarah-i Adabiyat-i Delhi, 

1986) xiii. 
24 KH Pers. 4049 (45ff.), KH Ace. 1826/3 (24ff.). The work was printed in Bankipore (KH 6543 

and 9862). 
25 For the more standard schemes, see Chittick, "The Five Divine Presences: From al-Qûnawï to 

al-Qaysari,* Muslim World 72 (1982), pp. 107-128. 
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One of the most outstanding representatives of the philosophical type of 
interpretation of Ibn al-(Arabi typified by Sadr al-Dïn Qûnawï is <Alä) ai-Din 
cAli ibn Ahmad ibncAlï ibn Ahmad Mahä) imi (d. 835/1432), who, according to 
AAAbär alaAAyär, was from Gujrät. Rizvi tells us that Mahä^m is the same as 
Konkan, a region in west Deccan.26 Among Maha^ imi's works, all of which 
seem to be in Arabic, are a commentary on the Fusüs, KA ususaln/am flsAarA 
fusüs al-AiAam, 27 a commentary on ΜαφήΗ'sy^m-iyaAar/-/2umay called Mirfat 
aldaqälq,28 and another on Qünawi's Nusüs, MasAra'a/AAusüs ι/â ma cäm 
al-nusüs 29 (VI + ). Mahä^mi is also the author of a tafsir, Tabsir aira Aman, 
which has been published, and a commentary on Suhrawardi's CA wärifal-macärif 
called DAawärif aliata'if (VI-),30 completed in 319/1416. The latter shows its 
indebtedness to Ibn al-(Arabi already in the AAutba, which employs the terms 
fusüs and futüAät in their literal senses. AjiiJat alta'yid ή sAarA adiliat 
altawAld 3 1 (VI) comments on one of the author's own short treatises. AmAäd 
alnaslAat alsaAlAa 32 (VI + ) answers a letter by Jamal al-Dïn Muhammad 
al-Mizjâjï [7] from Zabïd in Yemen and defends Ibn al-cArabï and his school in 
the style of Äaläm polemics. 

Mahä^mi's Arabic commentary on Maghnbi's JamyaAäri-numäy is par
ticularly significant in that it points to the widespread popularity of this trea
tise. Maghribi quotes most of his work, without ascription, from the introduction 
of MasAäriq aldarärfby Farghäni, who in turn based his book on notes taken 
at Qûnawï's lectures on Ibn al-Fârid's Nazm alsu/üA. Maghribi provides three 
diagrams illustrating various important technical terms of the school; these 
seem to have inspired many similar diagrams by later authors. Commentaries 
on yam-iJaAan-numaynormdilY reflect thorough acquaintance with the writ
ings of Qûnawï and his immediate followers. Typical is Daway ir-i 
BasAidf 33(VII), by the Kubrawï shaykh Rashïd al-Dïn Muhammad ibn (Α1ϊ 
Bïdâwâzï.34 The author tells us that after reading Maghribi's treatise in the 

26 HSI II 336 
27 O Yahia, ff/storie et classification de Foeuvre d' fön cArabí (Damascus Institut Franzais de 

Damas, 1964), ρ 246, no 22, a copy (not seen) is also found in Deoband, 460/6 
2 8 Brockelmann, Gescnicnte der arabiscnen Litteratur, SII 311, this commentary was translated 

into Persian with the title L>aça~yiç-numayby çAbd al-Nabï Shattäri (KH Acc 801), who is said in the 
Khuda Bakhsh handlist, on the authority of Tadnakira yi ulama ffind to have died in 1020 

29 AP 55 (82 ff ) 
30 AP 1478 (410ff ) 
31 AP Kaläm 1553 
32 KH 2579/25 (25ff , incomplete) 
33 SJ Tas 62 (131ff ), copied in 960/1553 
34 The author is not identified in the manuscript, except through the taAnallusRashïd Bïdâwâzï 

is known to have written a commentary on Shabistari's Gulsnan-i rabana, in the year 852/1448-49, 
a matAnawi called Misbah-i Fasnidi He was the successor of (Abd Allah Barzishäbädi (d 872/ 
1467-68), a Kubrawï shaykh who was a disciple of Khwäja Ishäq Khuttaläm, the successor of Sayyid 
cAlï Hamadânï See D Deweese, "The Eclipse of the Kubravîyah in Central Asia," Iranian Studies 
21 (1988) pp 66-67 
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year 871/1467, he had a vision of the Prophet in a form within which the 
ninety-nine names of God were inscribed. He sent a description of the vision 
to his mursAid in Mashhad, "Amïr Shihâb al-Dïn (Abd Allah" Barzishâbâdï, 
who wrote back telling him that this was a sign of his firm rootedness and 
constancy in the SAarfa and the Tarlqa. The work includes several diagrams 
of the divine names and their interrelationships. This work, which was certainly 
read in the subcontinent, displays a high level of discussion of the technical 
terms of the school, especially those related to the writings of Qûnawï and 
Farghânï. It is laced with the author's own poetry, ending with a qaslda of about 
100 lines. I suspect that there may be a good deal of original reformulation of 
the teachings of the school. Like many other Sufi works in the periods being 
discussed here, the text begins with a discussion of the famous AadltA qudsl, 
"I was a hidden treasure....* 

The most influential author of this period, and probably the most influen
tial author of the school of Ibn al-(Arabï after the Shaykh himself, is cAbd 
al-Rahmän Jâmï, whose numerous works in Arabic and Persian were widely 
studied and frequently quoted on all levels of discussion. 

Tenth/Sixteenth Century 

Perhaps the most influential master of this school in the tenth/sixteenth 
century is Abu^-Mu^ayyad Muhammad ibn Khatïr al-Dïn al-Shattârï, known 
as Muhammad Ghawth (d. 970/1563). He was the younger brother of Shaykh 
Phül and along with him a AAalflaoî Shaykh Zuhür Häjji Hamid. According 
to Rizvi, the two brothers were the most influential Shattârïs of their time. 
Humäyün was a disciple of Shaykh Phül, and the latter was killed by Humäyün' s 
rebellious brother. Muhammad Ghawth settled in Gwalior and helped Bäbur's 
army seize the Gwalior fort. His support of Bäbur led to his being declared an 
unbeliever by Shër Shäh the Afghan, though this was ostensibly for his con
versations with God described in his Bisâ/ayi m/räA'yya?* Rizvi says that the 
most significant of his works is JawâAir-i AAamsa; others include Zamalr, 
Basali, and Kanz alwaAdat?* His BaAr alAayât (III), which has been 
printed,37 is a Persian translation of the Sanskrit AmritAund. I saw three 
manuscripts of his KaAd-imaAAäzin (VII),38 each of which is written in a large 
bold hand with about seven lines per page and copious interlinear commen
tary, no doubt by the author. In the introduction, Muhammad Ghawth tells 
us that in the year 942/1035-36, when he was looking for a name for the 

35 HSI II 156-157. 
36 HSI II159. 
37 HSI II12. 
38 AP 880 (87ff.; copied in 951); LK 69 (lOOff.); KH 1376 (107ff.). Another copy (not seen) is 

found in the Reza Library in Rampur (912, 80ff.). 
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completed book, he had a vision of Abu Bakr, who gave him the key to the 
treasuries. The work is divided into an introduction, three daqlqas, and a 
conclusion. The introduction discusses the mystery of the divine Essence or 
"Heïness* fAuwiyyaJ, and the first daqfqa the intelligible quiddities that come 
from the Treasury of nonexistence into existence. The text comments in de
tail on a large cosmological diagram in the form of several concentric circles. 
The second daqlqadiscusses the spirit früAJ, the third prophecy fnubuwwät) 
and sanctity fwaläyatj, and the conclusion the resurrection fqiyâmatj. 

Wajïh al-Dïn Ahmad ibn Nasr Allah (Alawï Gujrâtï Ahmadabâdï Shattârï (d. 
997/1539) was a disciple of Muhammad Ghawth.39 His disciple Mir Sayyid 
Sibghat Allah ibn Ruh Allah was prominent in spreading Muhammad Ghawth's 
teachings in Medina.40 According to Rizvi, Wajïh al-Dïn's ma/füzät "axe ex
ceedingly frank and militant in the assertion of the superiority of WaAdat 
alWuJüd." 41 Among his works is a widely-read commentary on /ami 
JaAän-numä, 42 and a short Arabic summary of Ibn al-(Arabi's metaphysics 
and typology of the saints called al-Haqïqat al-Muhammadiyya43 (VI + ). The 
latter seems usually to have been read along with its Persian translation and 
commentary by Wajïh al-Dïn's AAaJffa, ^Azlz al-Dïn.44 

Ibrahim Shattârï Jannatâbâdï (d. 991/1583) was a disciple of Muhammad 
Ghawth.45 Rizvi tells us that for about eighteen years Ibrahim was Muhammad 
Ghawth's prayer leader.45 He is the author of an important commentary on 
/ami JaAän-ηurna called Alna-yi Aaqälq-numä (VI) (or Alna-yi 
Aaqq-numä ),47 The work shows a great deal of influence from Jâmï, Farghânï, 
and Ibn al-cArabi's FutüAät. 

Another important author of the same period is Khüb Muhammad Chishtï, 
who composed Amwäj-i KAübf (VII) in 990/1583.48 He also calls his work 
SAarA-i AAüb turang KAüb turang being a Gujrati matAnawf he composed 

39 HSI II158. 
40 HSI II 329-30. 
41 HSI II11. 
42 AMU Habibganj 21/366 (92ff.), 21/207 (41ff.); AMU Damima Tasawwuf Farsi 59; HIS 2395 

(16ff.); AP 470 (37ff.), 474 (36ff.), 1332 (58ff.), 1817, 1975; SJ Tas. 98, Tas. 232/1; KH P1576; LK 225. 
43 SJ Tas 232/8 (6ff.); KH 1346/1 (lOff.). 
44 HSI II13; AP 1713 (54ff.), 1841 (50ff.), SJ Tas. 100 (32ff.), KH 1346/2 (69ff.). 
45 According to Rizvi, he was a disciple of Shaykh-i Lashkar Muhammad cArif (d. 993/1583), 

himself a disciple of Muhammad Ghawth, but Ibrahim refers to Muhammad Ghawth as his 
mursnldin Alna-ylAaqälq-numä (Hyderabad: Matba( Abu^^Alä^, n.d.), p. 3. 

46 HSI II 169. 
47 Published in Hyderabad: Matbac AbuVAlä^, n.d., 100 pp.; AP 1452, SJ las. 23, AMU Sulaiman 

157/58, Reza handlist 872. 
_ 48 AP 496 (117ff,), SJ Tas, 14, KU 93700. There is a matnnawi version of the same work by 

cAsim written in 1166; the manuscript (AP 1527) was copied in the same year by Muhammad 
Yahyä Qädiri. 

49 According to the Catalogue oftAe Persian Manuscripts In tne Salar Jung Museum & Library 
vol. VIII, Hyderabad, 1983, p. 178, this is Kamäl Muhammad Sistäni, d. 979/1571. 
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in 986/1578. The author says the work is derived from passages quoted from 
Shaykh Kamäl Muhammad .49 It offers simple yet profound discussions of many 
of the basic concepts of the school, showing obvious influence from Jam! and 
FarghänL It is poetical and full of original analogies that are offered in place of 
the more common philosophical expositions. It has a number of diagrams. The 
author wrote a second work Sirät almustaqlm ^ (VI), in 981, the a/yadvalue 
of the title. The style is similar to Amwäjf AAübi, poetical with detailed dis
cussions of such basic ideas as wujüd, the immutable entities, levels of exist
ence, etc. He quotes from Ibn al-cArabï in several passages. A third work, MJftäA 
al'tawAld 51 (V) is a commentary, perhaps by a disciple, on a qaslda by Khüb 
Muhammad dealing with the levels of existence. 

Eleventh/Seventeenth Century 

A number of Sufis of the Bîjâpûr region show the influence of Ibn al-cArabfs 
school, including Shäh Burhän al-Dïn ibn Mirânjï Shams al-cUshshaq (d. 1005/ 
1597), also known as Burhân al-Dïn Jânam.52 His MaAAzan aJ-säliAfn wamäqsad 
al-cärifln 53 (VI + ) describes the levels of existence in familiar style. Especially 
interesting is Macrifatal-suIüA w (VII-) by his AAaATaMahmüd Khwush-dahän 
Chishtì (d. 1026/1617), a work which classifies everything in existence in four 
broad categories, apparently as an aid to meditation. This work is said to 
summarize all the teachings of the Bïjâpurî school.55 Though the terminology 
is instantly recognizable as belonging largely to Ibn al^Arabi's school, the ex
planations place the work off to the side of the main stream. The author notes 
that he wrote it in order to explain the meaning of the AadltA, "He who knows 
himself knows his Lord" as his shaykh explained it in "his own terminology" 
fjstiläAf AAwudJ. The whole work is summed up in a single diagram, appar
ently drawn by Shaykh Burhän al-Dïn, 

In the early eleventh/sixteenth century the Shattârï line is represented by 
^sä ibn Qâsim al-Jundï (d. 1031/1621-22)56 called Shäh «Tsä Jund Allah and 
sometimes cAyn al̂ Urafä ,̂ a disciple of Shaykh-i Lashkar Muhammad (Arif 
(d. 993/1583), himself a disciple of Muhammad Ghawth (970/1563). Rizvi calls 

50 AP 920 (29ff.). 
51 AP 724 (lOff.), KU 93700. 
52 For biographical references, cf. Eaton, Sufis ofBijapur (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

1978), passim. 
53 H-ARL 92/1 (26ff.), AP 556/3. 
54 Lithographed in Lucknow: Nawal Kishore, 1898; OU 752,1047 (69ff.); SJ las. 232/5, Tas. 250; 

AP 30682. 
55 Cf, Eaton, Sufis ofBijapur, pp. 146ff., where the contents of the book are briefly summarized. 

Eaton reports that "scores of later treatises* were based on the book. 
56 His full name is given as ^sä ibn Qäsim ibn Yüsuf ibn Rukn al-Dïn... al-Ma(rûfï al-Shihäbi 

al-Jundi al-Sindï al-Hindî al-Biràrï al-cIshqï al-Shattârï al-Qâdirï (HSIII13; cf, his cAyn af-maanl, p. 3). 
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^sä "a passionate devotee of WaAdat alWujüd, having closely studied Ibn 
cArabi's works which he staunchly defended. Because of this Muhammad bin 
Fazhrllah Burhänpüri," himself a well-known representative of Ibn al-cArabfs 
school, especially due to his Tu A fat almursaJa, "called him ibaAiyya and 
zindiq. " 57 Among ^Isä's works is Anwär alasrär, "a Qur)anic exegesis which 
is designed to demonstrate that the seeds of the WaAdat al- Wujüd.. can be found 
in verses of the Qur^än," a commentary on the Insän alAamii of Jïlï, and an
other on the JawäAir-i AAamsa of Muhammad Ghawth.58 

^sä's cAyn alma^nl" 59 (VII), written in 997, is a commentary on his own 
BawdatalAusnä fisAarA asma ^AIJâA aiAusnä (written in 989) and displays 
a great amount of attention to the works of Jämi and Farghäm. It begins with 
an introduction of the basic theoretical teachings of the school, then turns to a 
commentary on the ninety-nine names of God. In discussing each name, the 
author refers to the mu{ammä (puzzle), isAära (allusion), mazäAir (loci of 
manifestation), wazâjf(duûes), and asAgAäi (occupations). Under mucammä, 
the work gives a single line of poetry with a brief explanation. The isAära 
explains what the name tells us about God Himself. The section on mazäAir 
lists the phenomena in the cosmos and the soul that manifest the properties of 
the name, In dealing with wazälf the author mentions practical duties that 
become increasingly inward as he moves down the list of most or all of the 
following: cäbid (worshiper), zäAid (renouncer), da*! (supplicator), (äsAiq 
(lover), cärif (gnostic), mutaAAaJJiq (the one who assumes the divine names 
as his own traits), muwaAAid (the one who professes God's Unity), muAaqqiq 
(the Verifier). In the section on asAgAäi, í sa provides brief instructions con
cerning invocation of and meditation on the name. 

^sä's short BarzaAA ω (VI) describes various meditations on the basis of 
the teachings of the school and provides illustrations, which the manuscripts 
usually give in color, of human faces composed of divine names, His Hawassf 
AAamsa 6 1 (VI) deals with the correspondences between the five descents of 
existence ftanazzulät-i wujüdj and the five senses. It frequently employs ma
terial from Jämi's JVaqd alnusüs without mentioning the source. 

One of ísa 's important disciples was Shaykh Burhän al-Dïn Burhänpüri 
(1083/1672-73),62 sometimes called Räz-i IlähL He is the author of SAarA-i 
ämantu biiJäA 63 (V + ), which quotes in detail, without ascription, from SAarA-i 

57 HSI II169. 
58 HSI II170. 
59 Hyderabad: Matbac Fayd al-Karim, n.d., 242 pp.; SJ Tas. 115, AP 418, KH 1363. 
60 AP 617 (7ff,), AP 867 (8ff.), AP 186, SJ Tas. 66/2. 
61 AP Majmüa 68/4 (35ff.). 
62 His death date is given so by Rizvi (HSI II 13), but he also gives it as 1678-79 (HSI II171). 
63 SJ las. 97 (lOff.), SJ Tas. 238/2 (8ff.), AMU Subhanullah 297.7/28 [1], AMU H.F. Tafsir 467, 

AMU Habibganj 21/329. The work is also given the titles Flsäla-yl wandat-I tv¿n'üd(AP 717) and Bísala 
dar Ílm-Imähfatf lä adri (AP 753). 
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GuIsAanf räz, an important Persian compendium of Ibn al-cArabfs teachings 
by Muhammad Lahïjï (d. 912/1506). Burhän al-Dïn's short Daqä'iq al-Aaqälq 
or Bisälatal-daqlqa w (VI) is attributed in some copies to ísa. Burhän al-Dïn's 
disciple (Äqil Khan Razï65 (d. 1108/1696) compiled his master's malfüzätas 
TAamarät al-Aayät** Razï is himself the author of NagAamät ai-9sAq 67 (VI-VII), 
a work inspired by Iraqi's Lamacät. 

cAbd al-Jalïl ibn Sadr al-Dïn IlähäbäcS may be identical with Shaykh (Abd 
al-Jalïl of Lucknow (d. 1043/1633-34), a Chishtï shaykh who showed great 
frankness in expressing his belief in the WaAdat alWujüd and little concern 
for the strict observance of the SAar/a. ^ Among his works are IrsAädal-säAAfn 
(II), written because one Muhammad Miyä Sälih Muhammad had complained 
that the shaykh had many theoretical works, but none dealing with the prac
tices of the path. It describes in detail the invocations fadAAärJ and spiritual 
practices fasAgAäiJ of the Chishtïyya and other orders. He may be the author 
of MaAtübät-i jíbd al-Jalïl 69 (V), which contains forty letters, mostly simple 
and practical; the Reza Library (Rampur) list ascribes the work to cAbd al-Jalïl 
of Lucknow, while the Khuda Bakhsh catalogue says it is by cAbd al-Jalïl Siddïqï. 

By far the most relevant of (Abd al-Jalïl's works for our concerns here are 
two visionary conversations, one between the spirit and the soul, and the other 
between cAbd al-Jalïl and Ibn al-(Arabï. BüA wa nafsox cUbüdat al-tazyûP 
(VII) was written to show that belief in waAdat alwujüdm no sense contra
dicts the necessity of following the Sharia. One of the manuscripts was copied 
in the year "47 of the accession" presumably that of Akbar, i.e. 1010/1602.71 

The spirit introduces itself as the locus of manifestation for the names Allah 
and Guide, while the soul calls itself the locus of manifestation for the name 
Misguider fmudiJIJ. The treatise exhibits a mastery of many of the subtle is
sues that are raised by Ibn al-cArabï's teachings and a thorough familiarity 
with the philosophical mode of exposition. Though the soul is transformed 
into nafs-imutmäinna (the soul at peace with God) by the end of the treatise, 
in the first parts it skillfully describes the theory of waAdat alwujüdas it was 
presented by authors such as Awhad al-Dïn Balyäni in Bisälat alaAadiyya?2 

64 AP 1945, AP 1975, OU 178 (2-3ff.). 
65 More completely, cAli (Askari ibn Muhammad Taqi ibn Muhammad Qäsirn al-Khwâfî (HSI II13). 
66 HSI II13. 
67 Printed in Fathpur, 1265; AMU Subhanullah 297.7/56 [5] (Uff.). Reza handlist (Rampur) 980B. 
68 HSI II289-290. However, Rizvi also refers to (Abd al-Jalïl I-lähäbädi, without any elaboration 

(HSI II 97). 
69 AP 1413 (33ff.); SJ Ad. 164/13, KH 1584, Reza handlist, 942, 965. 
70 LK Maj. 31/2 (lOff.); AMU Subhanullah 297.7/46 [4]. 
71 Conceivably it could be the 47th year of Awrangzeb, in which case the year would be 

1115/1704, 
72 Cf. M. Chodkiewicz, Bpitre surL'C/mcIté Absolue (Paris: Les Deux Océans, 1982); Chittick, 

"Rûmi and WaAdat al-Wuj'üd!' This work is attributed explicitly to Balyäni in its Persian translation 
(AP 450, SJ las. 72). 
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To those with only a superficial knowledge of Ibn al-cArabï's teachings, it may 
appear that the soul is defending waAdat alwujüdvaüiz the spirit is deceived 
by the perception of duality. "The spirit said, 'The levels are two/ The soul 
replied, 'The Reality is one in each place.'" But (Abd al-Jalïl's presentation is 
profound and shows a deep acquaintance with Ibn al-^Arabï's own writings as 
well as those of followers such as Jamï. 

In Su'äl wajawäb 73 (VII) cAbd al-Jalïl recounts how he asked Ibn al-cArabï 
in a vision about the interpretation of various difficult ideas in his works. The 
work again displays a profound knowledge of Ibn al-cArabï's teachings. Among 
other things it places in Ibn al-(Arabï's mouth a perceptive appraisal of the 
reasons that led Sufis such as Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindï (d. 1034/1634) to criti
cize his perceived position. 

A good deal has been written about Sirhindï and his concept of waAdat 
afsAuAüdwhich he is supposed to have proposed as a corrective to waAdat 
alwujüd. It need only be pointed out here that Sirhindï's writings are a major 
instance of the influence of Ibn al-(Arabï's teachings, since, although he is 
critical of certain points that he perceived as being representative of the school, 
he himself is firmly grounded within it. Whether or not Sirhindï's shaykh, 
Bäqi Billäh (d. 1012/1603), accepted his disciple's superiority to Ibn al-(Arabï 
as the hagiographie literature maintains, Bäqi Billäh's two sons, Khwäja Khurd 
(b. 1010/1601) and Khwäja Kalän (b. four months earlier than his half-brother), 
continued to uphold the superiority of waAdat a! wiyudeven though their 
father had entrusted them to Sirhindï for their upbringing.74 

Kwäja Kalän is the author of MabiagA airi/al 75 (VI), a brief history of 
Islamic thought, dealing in four wasis with philosophy; Kaiäm and the an
cient Sufis; the followers of Ibn al-cArabï, the Ishraqïs, and the new views 
proposed by Sirhindï; and the superiority of the prophets. A final fasi discusses 
heretics fmaläAidaJ. 

Khwäja Khurd is the author of a number of works, including a commen
tary on the Taswiya1<0 of Shaykh Muhibb Allah Ilähäbädi, who is discussed be
low. According to Rizvi, Khwäja Khurd wrote several short treatises to popular
ize waAdat alwujüd, and he "even wrote to Shaykh Muhammad Macsum [the 
son of Sirhindï] in an effort to convince him of the superiority of WaAdat 
aIWujüd/ni Presumably the short treatises that Rizvi has in mind include 
Fawai'A, Nür-i waAdat, Farta w-i 9sAq, and Farda bar andäAAt wa pardagf 
sAinäAAt. The longest of these is the Arabic Fawäi'A 78 (VII), which begins with 

73 HIS 2139 (13ff.). 
74 HSI II 249-250. 
75 AP Kaiäm 603 (57ff.). 
76 HSI II 271. 
77 HSI II 250. 
78 KH 3997 (28ff,); AMU Subhanullah 297.7/34 [3] P, AMU Habibganj 21/83 A. There is an 

incomplete Persian translation in AP 1734/3 (Uff.). 
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a high level discussion of various points of doctrine. In discussing the controversy 
over waAdatai-wu/üdaná waAdatal-sAuAüd, Khwäja Khurd sums up his posi
tion by saying, "The sAu/üdUiat is opposed to wujüdis not worthy of consider
ation/ The last third of the work deals mainly with points related to practice 
and the stations of the path and provides a number of autobiographical details. 
JVur-i waAdaP (VII) is sometimes ascribed to Bäqi Billäh, but is probably by 
Khwäja Khurd, given the identity of its style with the other Persian works 
mentioned here; parts of it are translated into Arabic in Fawäi'A. The work deals 
simply and poetically with the basic aim of the traveler to pass beyond multi
plicity into Unity. Khwäja Khurd tells us that Farda bar andäAAt wa pardagf 
sAinäAAP* (VII) is to be kept from the uninitiated fnämahramj. It is divided into 
nine introductory fasls, on 5lmf iiiqadfdsxà 5lm-i camali, and ten as/son the nine 
principles of the tarfqa ftawba, zuAd, tawaAAul, qanä(a, (uzla, dAiAr, sabr, 
muräqaba, rida) and the reality of the self. It has excellent brief summaries of 
basic teachings of Ibn al-(Arabï's school on these points, with a balanced em
phasis on the importance of the SAarfa. Fartaw-i 9sA(fl (V) is written in an ec
static style somewhat reminiscent of cIraqï's Lamacät, but with few references 
to the specific terminology of the school. Khwäja Khurd is also the author of a 
one page treatise called i4/77that summarizes in beautiful Persian prose the es
sential qualities of the gnostic according to Ibn al-cArabï's teachings.82 

The most outstanding defender of Ibn al-(Arabï's own teachings in the 
subcontinent during the whole period under consideration was no doubt 
Muhibb Allah Mubäriz Ilähäbädi (d. 1058/1648). His master was Abu Sa(ïd 
Chishtï Sabin Gangohï (d. 1049/1639-40), who traced his line through two 
intermediaries back to (Abd al-Quddùs Gangohï.83 Shaykh Muhibb Allah was 
thoroughly versed in the Fusüs and FutüAät and based his writings mainly 
on these two works, with relatively little influence from such intermediary 
figures as Farghanï and JämL He placed great stress upon the cognitive and 
intellectual dimension of Ibn al^Arabï's teachings, clearly in reaction to the 
tendency among certain Sufis to claim that all understanding must derive 
from "states" and "tasting" fdAawqJ. He frequently prefaces Ibn al-cArabï's name 
with a series of titles in rhymed prose, including the expression, az wajdu Aäi 
bari, "free of ecstasy and states." He writes with a clarity that is rare to find 
at any period. He is the author of a large number of works, in which he often 

79 Printed in Basàìfl sitta-yi darürlyya (Delhi: MatbaV-yi Mujtabä^, 1308/1891) 79-91; AMU 
Habibganj 21/289, 21/101; AP 733, AP 867. AP 872, AP 906. AP 1972. AP 1267J; HIS 3175/2; KOR 
2601/1; Reza handlist 855, 965. 

80 AMU Habibganj 21/290 (6ff.). Reza handlist 965. 
81 Printed in Basa ìl-I sltta-yl darürlyya, pp, 92-100; AMU Haibganj 21/291 (4 ff.). 
82 I have published the text and a translation: "Risäla-y^ärif-i Khwäja Khurd." Sufi* (1368 [1989]). 

pp. 22-25; "Khwäja Khord's Treatise on the Gnostic,'* Süfi5 (1990), pp. 11-12. 
83 Cf. HSI II 267ff. 
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differentiates the teachings of the elect, chief among them Ibn al-cArabï, from 
the general run of Sufis. 

In the Arabic Anfäs alAAawäss M (V), Shaykh Muhibb Allah comments 
in detail on a single saying fnafasj of each of many spiritual authorities. The 
first saying falnafas alawwalalAAmadf) is the AadltA qudsi, "But for thee, 
I would not have created the heavenly spheres." Both copies I saw appear to 
be incomplete. The Khuda Bakhsh copy includes about fifty-three sayings, 
ending with al-nafas al-Mufnl, from Mucin al-Dïn Chishti. The Andhra Pradesh 
copy has well over one hundred sayings. Another Arabic work, cAqäId 
alAAawäss 85 (VI + ), also called Daqäl'qal curafä^, is divided into twenty-one 
daqfqas. Though the author tells us that he supports each daqfqa by quota
tions from the Fusüs alAiAam, this is so that, "You will consider them to be 
among the beliefs of the elect; it is not because I have taken them from it, since 
these are a divine instruction ftacIim iJäAfJ. " The goal of the book is to dis
prove the claim of those who say that anything other than God is mawyüd. 
Among the headings of the first few daqfqas are the affirmation of the Nec
essary Being, the attributes of God, the verification of the prescription of the 
Law ftaAqlq altaAAf), command to the good and forbidding the evil, and the 
vision of God. Muhibb Allah is also the author of an Arabic commentary on 
the Fusüs called TaAiiyat alFusüs,86 and a second, much longer, Persian 
commentary (VII), written later and completed in 1041/1631-32.87 

The Andhra Pradesh library has the second volume of a SAarA-iFutüAät 88 

which a later hand attributes to Mawlawi Muhibb Allah Bihârï, a well-known 
logician whose works show no Sufi tendencies. Most likely the work is by 
Shaykh Muhibb Allah; both its length and its style suggest his authorship. I 
was only able to see this work briefly on the last day of my stay in Hyderabad. 
Cursory examination showed that the chapter numbers do not correspond 
to any order found in the FutüAät The work begins in the middle of bäb 
24, and the title of the next chapter (on folio 381a) is obscured by wormholes. 
Chapter 26 (f. 394b) is called, "Concerning the charismatic acts of God's 
friends" (fï karämät al-awliyä^); Chapter 29 (f. 436a), "On the realities of 
faith" ffiAaqä-iqalimanJ, Chapter 66 (f. 534a), "On gratitude" ffi ai-shuArJ, 
Chapter 71 (731b), "On warning them against incoming thoughts" ffi tanbiA 

84 KH Ar 1284 (236ff ) AP Falâm 1689 (ca 160ff ) A second ms by the same name in AP 
(Kalâm 1588) is a different work, though it is the same at the beginning for a few lines, and contains 
many technical discussions from Ibn alcArabi's school a third {Kalâm 1589) has nothing to do with 
the school 

85 SJ Tas 26/1 81ff , but incomplete) 
86 AMU A H 3/562 (not seen) 
87 AMU Habibgsanj 21/241 Í759ff ), AP 1485 (755ff ), SJ Tas 102, SJ Tas 103, LK 6/b, KH Ace 

902, KH Ace 45, HIS 2026 (556ff , missing the first few folios) The introduction and first fassvtext 
printed with Urdu translation with the title ffädät-i Ibn Í4rabi (Ilähäbäd Idära-i Anïs-i Urdu, 1961) 

88 AP 1461J (390ff , this is clearly the second volume, since the folios are numbered 357-747) 
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iyyäAum bFlAAawätirJ/and Chapter 77 (741b), O n audition and its rules 
of conduct" ffiì-samacwa ädäbiAf/ 

Shaykh Muhibb Allah wrote GAäyat algAäwät 89 (VI) at the request of 
disciples who wanted to know about Ibn al-cArabi's teaching on the origin of 
the cosmos and the reason for God's giving existence to it. The work is divided 
into five chapters: 1. On Kaläm and the exoteric scholars (f. 3a). 2. On the fact 
that ecstasy fwajdj and states fAälJ are imperfections in the traveler (16a). 3. 
Concerning gnosis of the Real (23b). 4. The reason for the origin of the cosmos 
(46b). 5. The origin of the spiritual creation and human bodies (65a). Chapters 
4 and 5 are based mainly on Chapters 6 and 7 of the FutüAät. Most of the 
passages from FutüAät are quoted without Persian translation, but there is a 
great deal of useful commentary. Sayings from other Sufis are frequently quoted 
in support of Ibn al cArabï's position, and these, according to the author, are all 
taken from Jämi's NafaAät aluns. 

Haft aAAäm90 (VI + ), completed in 1053/1643 is mainly a translation of 
and commentary on the chapter on mä^ifa {bäb 177) in the FutüAät, which 
talks about seven kinds of knowledge. 

Ybädät alAAawäss 91 (VII), completed in 1053/1643, translates and com
ments on the five long chapters of the FutüAät dedicated to the acts of wor
ship fibädätj. In the AAutba, Muhibb Allah tells us that the elect take no no
tice of the views of the authorities on KaJäm concerning the principles of re
ligion fusül aldlnj, nor do they imitate those of the jurists who follow their 
own opinions ffaqlA-i aAIi ra'y) in the branches of the religion ffurücaldlnj. 
He then tells us that Ibn al-cArabï explains his own choice fmuAAtärJ among the 
various positions of the jurists of the madAäAib in the chapters on 9bädät, and 
where he is not explicit on this, one can deduce it from the ifobärät or "con
siderations" which he mentions as supporting the different points of view. The 
first part of the work contains a semi-independent treatise called Imäiat al-quiüb, 
on false Sufis and the path of the Folk of Allah in fifteen tanbfAs. The work is 
then divided into nine bäbs and a conclusion: 1. On the double testimony of 
faith. 2. On the Fire. 3. On the Garden. 4. On the principles of jurisprudence 
fusuili fiqAj. 5. On purification ftaAäraJ. 6. On the ritual prayer. 7. On 
alms-giving. 8. On fasting. 9. On the hajj. Conclusion: On supererogatory acts 
fnawäfilj, recommended acts fsunanj and obligatory acts ffaräidj. 

Shaykh Muhibb Allah completed Manäzir-i aAAass alAAawäss 92(VII-) in 
Ramadan 1050/December 1640. It contains twenty-seven mänzars or per
spectives on Sufi teachings and is mainly concerned with the stations of the 

89 AMU Subhanullah 297.7/34 [2] (83ff.). 
90 LK20(47ff.). 
91 AMU University FT 193 (694ff.). 
92 LK 60 (259ff.). 
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path and methods of practice. It is drawn largely from the FutüAät The first 
manzar explains why the perspective of the gnostics differs from that of the 
exoteric scholars faAIi rusümj. The second explains why knowledge filmj is 
higher than other human qualities, such as godfearing ftaqwäj, ecstasy fwajdj, 
spiritual states fAäiJ, asceticism fzuAdJ, etc. The last concerns the seal of the 
absolute and greatest sanctity fAAätam alwaJäya almutlaqat alAubräJ. 

Shaykh Muhibb Allah himself added a Persian translation and commen
tary to his short Arabic work al-Taswiya 93 (VI-VII), which sets down the ba
sic position of Ibn al^Arabi's school on waAdat alwujüd and other important 
teachings. The work became somewhat controversial, and Emperor Awrangzeb 
wrote to Shaykh Muhammadi, a disciple of Shaykh Muhibb Allah, telling him 
that he should either write a commentary on the work or burn it. Rizvi describes 
the exchange, quoting Shaykh Muhammadi as replying 

I do not deny being his disciple, nor does it behove me to show repentance 
for I have not yet reached that elevated mystic stage which the Shaikh 
had acquired and from which he talked. The day I reach that stage, I will 
write a commentary as desired. However, if His Majesty has finally de
cided to reduce the tract to ashes, much more fire is available in the 
royal kitchen than can be had in the house of the ascetics who have 
resigned themselves to God. Orders may be issued to burn the work 
along with any copies that can be acquired.94 

In Wujüd-mutJaq 95 (VI) Shaykh Muhibb Allah explains the meaning of 
the term mentioned in the title with reference to (Alä> al-Dawla Simnânï's 
criticisms of Ibn al-(Arabï. He quotes a good deal from the Fusüs and FutüAät, 
and suggests that the reader looking for further clarification and not able to 
read these books, should study the Diwan of Maghribi. 

Shaykh Muhibb Allah also wrote brief answers, usually called Maktübät96 

(V) in the manuscripts, to questions asked of him by Prince Därä Shuküh. 
These have been partially translated by Rizvi.97 

Därä Shuküh's own shaykh, Mulla Shäh Akhün (d. 1072/1661), a master 
of the Qädiri order, was an important follower of Ibn al-cArabi's school. He 
was the most prominent disciple of Miyän Mir (d. 1045/1635). According to 
Rizvi, Mulla Shäh was so immersed in waAdat alwujüd "that his utterances 
while in ecstatic states began to match those of Bayazid and Halläj. Although 
Miyan-Mir ordered him to restrain himself..., in 1044/1634 the court cuiamä 

93 AP 766 (33ff.); HIS 2403 (22ff.); AMU Univ. Damima Tasawwuf Farsi 42; SJ Tas. 243/1; KH 
3861 (39ff.); KH 4319 (32ff.). 

94 HSI II 270-271. 
95 HIS 2140 (25ff.); AP 1734/1 (13ff.). 
96 HIS 2141 (7ff.), AP 1734/2 (3ff.). 
97 HSI II 139-142. 
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persuaded Emperor Shahjahan to sentence Mulla-Shah to death for blasphemy/ 
Därä Shuküh interceded on behalf of the shaykh, and thereby became inter
ested in him.98 In general, Mulla Shäh refused to initiate disciples. He rejected 
Khwäja Khurd on the grounds that he was the son of a great shaykh "and 
therefore he should not undergo the humility of being initiated into another 
siisila. " " He accepted Därä Shuküh and his sister Jahänärä in Kashmir in 
1049/1639-40, during a visit with their father Shähjahän.100 

Mulla Shah's Bisäla dar tawAid-iAaqq101 (VI) presents in straightforward 
language interspersed with a great deal of poetry some of the simpler discus
sions of Ibn al-(Arabi's school. His SAarA-i rubä9yyät102 (VI) explains the 
meaning of a collection of his own rubä9yyät and contains technical discus
sions of many important concepts. Much of the commentary is presented in 
matAnawf ioxm. His SAäAiyya103 (VI) is a mathnawl written in 1055/1645, 
which begins and ends with a discussion of tawAfd and devotes attention to 
topics such as the relationship between tasAblA and tanzlA, the seven funda
mental divine attributes and the stations of the travelers. 

Twelfth/eighteenth Century 

Among the relatively well-known authors of this period are the Naqshbandi 
Shaykh Shäh Wall Allah of Delhi (d. 1176/1762), who tried to show the under
lying harmony between waAdat ai-wu/üd and waAdatal-sAuAüd, and Mir Dard 
(d. in Delhi, 1199/1785), whose cIIm alAitäb10* (VI) displays a good deal of 
familiarity with Ibn al-cArabi's school, which is not surprising from a shaykh 
of the Mujaddidiyya Tariqa founded by Sirhindï. Very influential was the 
poet MirzäcAbd al-Qädir Bïdil, (d. 1133/1721), who was intimately acquainted 
with Ibn al-cArabï's teachings, as witnessed, for example, in his matAnawlcáñed 
cIrfän105 (VII). 

In Delhi, Shäh Kalim Allah Jahänäbädi Chishti (d. 1142/1729) was a master 
of the school. He was the grandson of Shaykh Ahmadi Mimär, who designed 
the Taj Mahall and the Red Fort. Among his teachers was Shaykh Burhän al-Dïn 
Burhänpüri, mentioned above.106 Through his ÄasAAüI and its appendix 
Muraqqac, completed in 1101/1690, Kalim Allah established what "soon came 

98 HSI II116. 
99 HSI II124. 
100 HSI II122. 
101 KOR 85 (28ff.). 
102 KH 688/3 (103ff., incomplete). 
103 KH 688/1 (47ff., 50 verses per page). 
104 (Delhi: Matba< Ahmadi, 1308). 
105 KH 656 (330ff.). 
106 HSI II 296-297. 
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to be regarded as a new framework for Chishtiyya teachings and practices/107 

He wrote a commentary on Shaykh Muhibb Allah's al-Taswiya and "added an 
attack on the Mujaddid for his criticism of WaAdat a/-Wujüd. " 108 His Arabic 
Sawä''al-sablf 109 (VI + ), in sixty-four märAalas, shows thorough acquaintance 
with the philosophical discussion of wujüd characteristic of the school. 

Outside Delhi's sphere of influence, there was a great deal of activity among 
Ibn al-cArabi's followers. One of the most prolific authors of the period is the 
Qâdirî shaykh, cAbd al-Haqq Muhammad Makhdüm Bïjapûrï Sawï, whose dated 
works were written between 1108/1696 and 1123/1711. He mentions one Shäh 
Näsir al-Dïn as his own shaykh.110 He probably had some connection to the 
Bijäpür school mentioned above, since he sometimes quotes Hindi poetry from 
Shäh Burhän al-Dïn and his father Mïranjï Shams al-(Ushshäq. He also quotes 
from Mahmud Khwush-Dahän, but for the most part does not follow the latter's 
unusual definitions of terms as found in Macrifat alsuJüA, preferring instead the 
usage of Ibn al-cArabi and his well-known followers such as Jam!. He also 
frequently quotes from the great Persian Sufi poets. Muhammad Makhdam is 
the author of a large number of treatises, most of them short and relatively 
straight-forward. After a brief Aamdand saJät, he usually begins his works with 
the prayer, " Va Shaykh cAbd al-Qädir, sAay^an Ji-LJäA." 

iisä-yiMüsä m (V) is a discussion of "otherness" fgAayriyyaJ and tawAfd. 
Bayän altawAld 112 (VI) identifies tawAfd with waAdat alwujüd and is 
mainly a defence of the latter, through copious quotations from the Quinan, 
HadltA, Ibn al-(Arabï, (Abd al-Karïm Jili, Jämi, Burhän al-Dïn Burhänpüri, 
Khwäja Khurd (mentioned simply as "a great one"), Gisü Daräz, and many of 
the Persian Sufi poets. Bayän-i wäqiCll% (VI) is a commentary on the follow
ing AadftA, "I am from the light of God, and everything is from my light," 
within which allusion is made to the six levels of existence. GAanimat-i waqt 114 

107 HSI II 298. The ÄasAIrüAs available in a commercial edition, with Urdu translation, with the 
title AasAFüI-I Aa/imi (ed. by Muhammad Mustahsin Sähib Färüqi, the sajjä~da-nisAinoi Kalim Allah's 
dargà~A, (Delhi: Ästäna Book Depot, n.d.). Rizvi provides excerpts in HSI II 298-304. 

108 fbld 271. 
109 AP 1804 (108ff.); printed with Urdu translation and the title Sawä'al-sabil-IKalimi, (Delhi: 

Ästäna Book Depot, n.d.), 282 pp. 
110 Bayän aftawAid, H-ARL, p. 54; in Latälfllatifi (V + ) (by Ghulàm Muhyï al-Dïn Sayyid (Abd 

al-Latïf, AP 1611, f. 35 [the ms. was copied in 1187, the same year in which the work was written; 
another ms. is found in SJ 230/4]), the name is given as Muhammad Näsir al-Dïn. According to the 
same source, the rest of the sl/silaback to cAbd al-Qädir Jïlanï goes through Daryä Muhammad, Rajï 
Muhammad, Häjji Ishäq, Sayyid Ahmad Qadirï, Sayyid Abu Nasr Muhyï al-Dïn, Abu Sälih Nasr, 
and Sayyid Täj al-Dïn cAbd al-Razzäq. In the other direction, the sllslla leads from Muhammad 
Makhdüm, to Muhammad Fakhr al-Dïn, then to Shäh Abu^l-Hasan Qadirï and then to the letter's 
son Ghuläm Muhyï al-Dïn, the author of the work. 

111 AP 472/8 (12ff.), AP 1905/10. 
112 H-ARL 99 (56ff.); DallflmuMam (SJ Tas. 230/1) seems to be selections from this work. 
113 H-ARL 93 (12ff.), AP 427 (lOff.), AP 472/6. 
114 SJ Τ as 245/12 (73ff .). 
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(VI) is a long work in the form of questions and answers, including criticisms 
of those who deny waAdat al-ivujüd Some of the answers are quite short, while 
one of them takes up about twenty-five folios. GAäyat al-tamthll 115 (V) dis
cusses the relationship between the non-manifest and the manifest, or the 
muzAIrand the mlzAar. Hayätfjän116 (V) deals with waAdat alwujüd in the 
context of wayfaring fsulüAJ. IsmfAIIäA 117 (V) discusses the symbolism of 
the name Allah in terms of degrees of Unity. IstigAnä' 118 (V) treats two kinds 
of self-knowledge. Mfzan al-macänl119 (V) is a simple and useful treatise on 
basic ideas such as the immutable entities and the perfection of Adam. Ykkganj 
azpan/'ganj120 (V), of which I saw a single, incomplete copy, deals with five 
treasures, finding any one of which will lead to success in finding the rest: 
eternity and the unseen; the absolute created light, i.e., Muhammad; the name 
Allah; knowledge of self; the Qur̂ än. Qabd wa bast m (V) discusses the body 
and spirit, the five divine presences, and waAdat alwujüd. Tajadd-i amthäll2Z 

deals with Ibn al^Arabi's doctrine of the renewal of creation at each instant. 
TanblA al^ärifliP^ (V) includes a discussion of three levels of unity: waAdat, 
wäAi diyyat, and aAadiyyat. Wujüdiyya124 discusses a few terms in a manner 
reminiscent of Mahmud Khwush-Dahän's Mafafat al-sulüA. Zädaltäiibln 125 

(V) concerns the path to the station of perfect man. Other short works include 
Jam/alasrär, MafätfA al-gAayb, Umm-i Aunüz, Fanj canäsir, and Kayfiyyat 

cäiam-i sagAlr,126 and still others are referred to in the shaykh's works. 
The handlist of the Andhra Pradesh library attributes a long SAarA f ^qäld-i 

jäml127 (VI) to Muhammad Makhdüm, but both manuscripts are incomplete 
and neither mentions the author. The work certainly reflects his concerns and 
is consistent with his style. I would readily attribute it to him, except that the 
author of this work refers to one of his own earlier works, about whose ascrip
tion to Muhammad Makhdüm I am less convinced. This is Mfzän altawAld, 128 

(VII) the finest and most lucid discussion of the meanings of tawAld and waAdat 
alwujüd that I encountered. This work may in fact represent Muhammad 

115 H-ARL 96 (7ff. SJ 245/1. 
ne Ap 472/9 (i6ff.), AP 1905. 
117 H-ARL 94 (Uff.), AP 1858/1, SJ l a s . 245/7 
118 H-ARL 9 4 (4ff.), AP 1858/2, SJ l a s . 245/2. 
119 H-ARL 97 (14ff.), AP 1905/20. 
120 AP 1905/11, where the title is given as Ban/ ganj; the. more complete title is mentioned in 

Qabd wa bast. 
12i H-ARL 95 (17ff.). 
122 H-ARL 91/2 (5ff.), AP 1858/7. 
123 A P 472/5 (4ff.). 
124 AP 1905/22 (2ff.). 
125 H-ARL 98 (3ff.); Ap 472/2, AP 1858/3, AP 1905.5, SJ l a s . 245/8. 
126 AP 1858/11 ,12 ,14 ,15 . See also O U Pers. 151, a collection of Muhammad Makhdûm's writings 

that I w a s not able to go over. 
127 AP Kal. 199, 4 8 4 (ca. 300ff.). 
128 AP 1931 (140ff.). 
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Makhdüm's masterpiece, written, one would expect, after most of the 
smaller treatises. 

Another important author from south India, apparently belonging to the 
same period, is Mawlawï Qamar al-Dïn ibn Munïb Allah ibn ^näyat Allah 
al-Husayni al-Awrangâbâdï. His major work is the Arabic MazAar aJ-nüP^ (VII), 
which was commented upon in Arabic by his son, Mawlawï Nur al-Hudä, in 
730 folios.130 The book is divided into seven mazAars (pagination in the fol
lowing refers to the commentary): 1. On introductory lights (la). 2. Lights 
within which the Peripatetics walk (203b), 3. Lights to which the theologians 
guide (398a), 4. Lights by which the hearts of the iUuminationists (al-ishräqPyün) 
are illumined (464b), 5. The true lights through which God has expanded the 
breasts of the pure Sufis (502a). 6. The piercing lights which guard against 
the satans of doubt (592b). 7. The lights through which the Unity of the 
Existent Being is unveiled for those who maintain waAdat alwujüd. The AP 
library also has a copy of Mawlawï Qamar al-Dïn's answers to one Shaykh 
Muhammad cAbd Allah, muftì of Arkät concerning waAdatal-wujüd, in which 
he refers to the detailed answers he has already given in MazAar alnür}%l 

Another important figure from the same area is Sayyid (Abd al-Qädir Fakhrï 
Naqawï, a Qâdirï shaykh. His Fayd-imacnawf 132 (V+) is a commentary on 
the first line of Rumi's MatAnawf. In MiftäA almacärif 133 (VII), completed in 
the year 1200/1785-36, the author tells us that the book is the result of forty 
years spent in the company of the Sufis. It is concerned mostly with technical 
discussions of wujüd with a view toward faisafa and Ka/äm. The work is di
vided into twenty-one mlftäAs and a conclusion. The first mlftäA deals with 
knowledge of the realities, the second with eliminating rational objections to 
waAdat alwujüd, the third with tanzlA and tasAbfA, and so on. Fakhrï begins 
SubuAät 134 (VII) by telling us that the gnostic sciences discussed therein are 
all taken without intermediary from the divine all-comprehensive self-disclosure 
ftajallli HäAlijamfj, not from the words of any author. The discussions re
flect an unusual freshness and a high degree of mastery of the subject matter. 
Manuscript AP 1569 is particularly interesting because it was copied in a very 
precise and cultured hand by Fakhrï's son, Sayyid Qädir Muhyï al-Dïn, in 
Wellor (near Madras) in the year 1235/1819-20, and includes many marginal 
notes by the author and the copyist. A student of Fakhrï, cInäyat Allah, is the 
author of an interesting short work called Mirfat alsAuAüd 135 (VII), which 

129 AP 1828 (A. 122ff.) AP 576, SJ Theol. 132. 
130 Ap 117; the manuscript, in 19 lines, was copied in 1197/1783. 
131 Blsäla-i wajawäb-Iän (VI) AP 219 (8ff.). 
132 OU 748 (16ff.). 
133 AP 206 (102ff.), AP 712 (152ff.), AP 1753. 
134 AP 1533 (29ff.), AP 1569 (38ff.), SJ las. 85. 
135 AP 1569 (7ff.). 
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describes the sciences of the Muhammadan inheritors with the aid of five 
diagrams. 

Another author of the period who deserves mention is Mubarak Allah, 
also known as Irädat Khan Wädih. His autograph of 406ff., Xalimät-i cäIIät136 

(VII), composed in 1116/1704-05 with copious marginal notes, is a collection of 
meditations upon many of the important ideas of the school. Finally, one 
Muhtaram Allah also seems to belong to this period. In Awrang-i waAdat137 

(VII + ), a work of 324ff., he expresses in mixed prose and poetry, without any 
quotations from other works, a profound understanding of Ibn al-cArabis po
sition. This is the most poetical and attractively written work I saw. 

Thirteenth/Nineteenth Century 

TWo authors of this period deserve mention. One is (Abd al-̂ Alï Lakhnawï 
Bahr al-cUlüm (d. 1225/1810), the author of a useful Bisäla fi bayän waAdat 
al-wujüd, also called TanazuIIät-isitta and Bisalät waAdatal-wujüdwa sAuAüd 
al'Aaqq fiAuIImäw/üd 138 (VI-VII), which reflects an cäiim 's precision and a 
careful reading of many works of the school, from Qûnawï to Muhibb Allah 
Dähäbädi. To the same author is also attributed a commentary on the MatAnawf. 
Hakïm cAlï ibn Hakïm Muhammad Liqä Khan composed MaAAraj-i 9rfän139 

(VI+ ) in 1244/1828-29. It consists of an introduction, two tafslls, and a con
clusion. The first tafsll explains the two presences fAadraJ of Divinity and 
servanthood. The second deals with some of the loci of manifestation of the 
attributes specific to the worshiper and discusses many of the stations of the 
Sufi path as well as the nature of perfect man. 

SUNY WILLIAM CHITTICK 

Stony BrooA, New YorA 

136 SJ Tas. 132. 
137 SJ Tas. 22. The manuscript was copied in 1160/1747. 
138 HIS 2404, HIS 3082 (59ff.), AP 234, AP 830, AP 848, AP 2025, AP 1030 J., AP 4111 J., SJ las. 

79, AMU Habibganj 23/21. An Urdu translation by Abu^-Hasan Zayd has been published (Delhi: 
Idära-i Nadwat al-Musannifin). 

139 AP 722 (119ff.). 
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